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Religious Pluralism In America Contentious
A copper-mining plan threatens an Apache site—and the liberty of all Americans.
Religious Freedom and Sacred Land
A majority of U.S. adults say abortion should be legal in all or most cases, while 39% think abortion should be illegal in all or most cases.
About six-in-ten Americans say abortion should be legal in all or most cases
Intolerance, partisan tensions and growing anxiety all create challenges for faith communities, according to religion and policy experts.
What’s the biggest threat to religious freedom in America today?
There is a way to protect the LGBTQ community and people of faith if Americans would rediscover a passion for compromise ...
Meeting in the middle on religious and LGBTQ rights
The Tennessee legislature has voted to ban critical race theory in K-12 public and charter schools in a bill that the state’s Republican governor Bill Lee is expected to sign.
'Leftist indoctrination': Tennessee legislature votes to ban critical race theory in schools
Fiance couples faced a lot of turbulence and adversity in their desire to get married and have successful relationships, and the couples on this list are still very much in love ...
13 90 Day Fiance couples that are still very much in love
In an annual statement about Armenian Remembrance Day, President Biden’s team inserted one controversial ... there isn’t much Native American culture in American culture. It was born of the people who ...
In Rick Santorum’s simplified version of American history, Native Americans are a footnote
Religious freedom is one of the most debated and controversial human rights in contemporary public ... law and provide a solid foundation for religious liberty in modernity's pluralism. To send ...
The Possibility of Religious Freedom
Another group, the American Religious Freedom Project, told TPM that it had advised Kansas lawmakers on their bill. Between those two groups, along with certain state affiliates of Focus on the ...
The Forces Behind The ‘Religious Freedom’ Movement That Exploded Last Week
Please note that the posts on The Blogs are contributed by third parties. The opinions, facts and any media content in them are presented solely by the authors, and neither The Times of Israel nor ...
Covid-19 will promote religious revival if we promote religious pluralism
The bill cleared the Democratic-controlled Senate by a vote of 22-14, following roughly nine hours of debate. Democratic Gov. Ned Lamont has said he will sign it into law. Connecticut would then ...
Connecticut Senate votes to eliminate religious exemption
See snapshots of COVID-19 hugs, locust invasions, realistic baby dolls, Florida panthers, and more with the World Press Photo 2021 winners and finalists.
14 hypnotizing photos that captured the world in and beyond the pandemic
As you may be aware, the Wheaton College Billy Graham Center also houses the regional offices of Lausanne North America, which is 1 of 12 regions part of the Lausanne Movement. Billy Graham saw the ...
Towards Participating in the Great Commission: Remaining Opportunities in North America
Islam cannot be exclusively French any more than it can be American or Egyptian ... the nation’s history of contentious politics: the tensions generated by waves of immigration, and the thin, ...
Can Islam Be French?: Pluralism and Pragmatism in a Secularist State
The National Congress of American Indians renewed calls for CNN to fire commentator Rick Santorum after he told Chris Cuomo he "misspoke." ...
Rick Santorum says he 'misspoke' after saying 'there isn't much Native American culture in American culture'
READ FULL ARTICLE To cut a long story short, you would be amiss if you assume modern – read American/Western ... that such an idea is considered controversial or contentious just shows ...
Did Aristotle predict America’s decline?
Social distancing markers are seen on the floor as Muslims perform Umrah at the Grand Mosque after Saudi authorities ease ...
Reform in Saudi Arabia: The Road Not Taken
He has argued controversial civil rights ... a political ascent that marks a key victory for religious pluralism in Israel and for the millions of American Jews who practice liberal streams ...
Israeli voters poised to send first Reform rabbi to Knesset
Calling the controversial first-person shooter that ... Muslim civil rights and advocacy group CAIR, the Council on American–Islamic Relations, is requesting that Microsoft, Sony, and Valve ...
Muslim Civil Rights Group Calls For Microsoft, Sony, And Valve To Deplatform Six Days In Fallujah
from wearing religious symbols such as Muslim hijabs and Sikh turbans on the job. But it said the controversial law can’t be applied to teachers, principals and vice principals at public schools ...
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